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In a recent paper' the author described a method of construction
intended to make the shell of a pressure cabin immune from catastrophic
failure at little
or no cost in extra weight.
The present note records
the results of experiments carrlcd out on a Comet I cabin that was
modified to Incorporate the new constructional
method. These experiments,
which lncludc some very searching tests, amply confirm the benefits
indicated by theory, and appcnr filly
to vldicatc
the new method of
constrwtion.
this

i'he note also touches on the momentous implications
that arise once
type of constnLction IS accepted as meeting the claims made for it.
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1

Intmdmtlon
,

In the report referred to in the above title the writer outlined a
scheme of construction
for pressure-cabins which slmed at making them safe
from catastrophic
failure without paying any appreciable weight penalty.
Experimental results arc now available that confirm the views put f'onvard
in that report and that go a long way towards establishing
the scheme as
a practical
proposition.
2

Brief

description

of now construction

Before a discussion of the experimental
of the proposed scheme and its implications

results a brief
mey be useful.

description

In a recent investlgatton
of pressure-cabin
structural
problems',
consideration
of the effect of transverse frames, bulkheads snd former
rings on the stresses in the adjacent skin showed that the magrutude of
these stresses is highly dependent on the distance from the constraining
transverse mombcrs.
It was found for oxample that, if the fremes or rings are pitched more
than about 20 ins. apart (for a 10 ft diameter
cabin with conventional
stringer reinforcement),
tho skin midway between a pair of adjacent rings
is, so to speak, unawCarc of their constricting
effect, with the result
that its radial expansion under pressure is unaffected.
This means that
the relief from hoop tension en~oycd by the skin close to the rings is not
shared by the skin mui'vray bctwoen them, wiuch suffers much the ssme hoop
The .picture is ccznplctcly
stress as it mould in the absence of the rmgs.
different
when the pitch of tho rings is reduced to something like IO ins.
for then, by virtue of the bending stiffness
of the bridging stringers,
the radial expansion (snd hence the hoop stresses) at, and midway between,
frames is practically
tho same.
This constitutes
a fundamental change in the situation,
becsnse it
that material put into the rings is almost equally effective
in
reducing the maximum hoop stress in the skin as material used to increase
the thickness of the skrn itself.
This suggests the idea that hoop tension
may advantageously be resisted, not by the skin alone, but by a combination
of skin C& narrow hoops pitched 10 ins. apart over the whole length of the
cabin.
If, for example, in the conventions1 type of construction,
a skin
thickness of 0.04.4 in. were thought to be appropriate,
the new scheme
would allocate 0.024 in. (say) for the skin proper and the remsining 0.02
towards provWing hoops of cross-sectional
area 0.2 in? pitched $0 in. apart.
A certan amount of discretion
can naturally be exexoised in choosing what
proportion of material goes into skin end what goes into hoops, but there
should be enough material in the hoops to enable them to withstand the
cabin hoop-tension on their own without inducing a hoop stress greater
than about half the static ultunate.
Ttis condition is approximately
satisfied
by the relative
amounts of material in skin and hoops in the
cabm specimen here considorod.
mems

The merit of using a skin-hoop combination in preference to all-skin
(assuming the skin stress to be the same in each case) rests on the fact
that, whereas a skin crack in tho combination structure stands a chance,
amounting to practically
IO@ certainty,
of being stopped by the nearest
hoop, a similar crack in the oil-skin
construction
may, unless spotted in
time, propsgatc catastrophically.
One is, indeed, justified
in concluding that, In the matter of cabin
safety, the new construction
offers a degree of safety that is not
approached by the conventional construction,
snd offers it moreover at
practically
no extra cost in weight.
Indeed, the new construction
should
result in substantial
weight-saving
since, onoe safety is assured, there
-3-

is no longer any need to rely on the highly uneconomic policy of using
thicker
skin as an insurance against the occurrence of catastrophic
f&lure
m what LS deemed to be the safe life of the sir-craft.
3

Implications

of new construction

in relation

to 'safe'

life

If this conclusaon is accepted - and the experimental
evidence seems to
support it - certain
far-reaching
implications
need to be mentioned.
Fcremost among these is the attitude
one should sdopt to the notion of stipulating
a safe life for a pressure-cabin.
Vhatever the chosen span of life may be whether 30,000 or 50,000 hours - its termination
is, according to present
notions,
to be the signal for taking the aircraft
out of service irrespective
of its structural
condition.
That condition
ought to be excellent
because, on the basis of this
scheme, a 'safe'
life is a crack-free
life.
This means that an aircraft
that, to all appearance,
is sxnd snd serviceable
has to be scrapped for
fear that a crack developed at this stage of its fatigue
life might lead
to catastrophic
failure.
In all probability
the axrcraft
would give firstrate service for another 30,000 hours or even more. For it must be rememb~d
that the 'safe'
life has to be based on a single test which, because of the
wide scatter in fatigue-test
results,
must indicate
a life-span
five or ten
times greater than the 'safe'
life aimed at.
The single test that provides
the basis for estimating
the 'safe'
life
is itself
ama~or undertaking,
the bypassing of which would save a great
deal of tune and money. Not that it mould be desirable
in the immediate
future to dispense with the water4ank
test, for, even with the new type of
construction,
the tank test still
performs a valuable
function,
first
by
demonstrating
that the new construction
does indeed Justify
the claims made
for it, secondly by indicating
any wesk points in the cabin design, and
thirdly
by providing
a rough estimate of the fatigue
behaviour
of the cabin
under progressive
loed repetitions.
The main point is that the test,
althcugh useful,
need nc longer be obligatory.
By the adoption of the skin-hoop type of construction
unnecessary any more to gamble on a 'safe'
life.
Instead,
be used until
either the wings give trouble
or deterioration
makes its continued repour an uneccncmic proposition.
4

it becomes
the Cabin will
of the cabin

Test results

The R.A.E. tests were carried
cut on a Comet I fuselage which hsii
already been subJected to a great raunber of varxed fatigue
tests in the
Since the hoops (or bands) were located on the outside of the
RAE.
ta&.
pressure-cabin,it
was a comparatively
easy matter to fit them. Some were
fitted
at the reccmmended pitch of IO in. and others at 16 in. and 21 in.;
some wore fastcnod to the skin tith a single line of rivets
and some wera
attached ws.th Arsldito
comcnt as well as rivets.
The procedure was to introduce
an artificial
longitudinal
crack in
Each cycle of
the form of a 3 or 5 m. saw-cut (0.02" wide) in the skin.
operations
consisted of raising the internal
hydraulic
pressure up to 8&
lb/in.2
above atmospheric
and lowering
it again.
As the crack spread the
number of cycles was noted at each stage.
In the absence of he hoops the above pressure represents
a skin
stress of 18,000 lb/in. 2 . The hoops, 1.2" tide by 0.128" thick,
when
pitched 10.5" apart represent
an armunt of materidl
equivalent
to an
0.0146" of skin.
Adding thas to the 0.028" skin of the Comet I thus
a total of 0.0426~~ effective
thickness.
The adding of the hoops may
regarded as sn alternative
way of introducing
extra materiel
to that
by De Havsllsnds
cn the Comet IV where the skin thickness is 0.04 (IV
-4-

hoop
extra
makes
be
used
s.w.g.).

J

4.1

1st test

The arrangement of the strmgers
and hoops in relation
cut 1s shovm dxgramatically
in Fig.1.

to the sm-
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CD represents
%.' Further
which relates

- Hoops fastened

bv rivets

the initul
saw-cut 3 m. long between the stringers
SI and
saw-cuts were made in accordance with !the folloting
record
crack propegatlon
to nwnber of load repetitions.

%nber of
, Ldpetitlons

?lWlLdCS

40

No spontaneous

extcnslon

of crack.

120

Crack extended

to 4 m..

Saw-out

250

Crack gradually
reached hoops at E end F.
saw-cuts 1 In. long at GH end G'H'.

1400
4.2

alone

Crack slody

extended

about

1

in.

Saw-cut

extended

to

to 5 in.
Fresh

to J snd J'.

2nd. test

':
In the &id't&s$ We-hoopsverc
attached by Araldlte
cement as well
Aiodover
K-till
:5 'In; saw-cut was mede at the start,
extending
as rivets.
from close to thi left-hsd
hoop (Flg.2).,

-5-

A

Fig.2

-

Hoops

fastened

Number of
rcpet1t1ons
Crack gradually

300

Crack reached edge of hoop at E.

3rd

plus Araldite
,-

F&larks

200

spread to C and D.

Crack spread some &stance under hoop, towards a rivet on
the right-hand and in betneen two rivets on the left,
but Tmthout spreading into adjacent bays.

1400

4.3

by rivets

test

In this test the effect was
skin and hoops while tho pressure
the structure could tolerate this
The followxng table records what

tried of drastically
saw-cutting through
was actually on, 111 order to see how far
kind of treatment before fz.ndly disrupting.
happened ~fl rolatzon to Fig.3.

---a----

w--w

---

--

AdJQcent
Edges of
Stmngers

Number of
repetltlons
0

Remarks
A 6.75 XI. saw-cut U.E. was made, extending
of hoop A to point E.

cycle

Vilth 8.25 lb/ln.2
pressure maintomed,
skm and hoop A
saw-cut from D to half wsy across boo?.
On release
of prcssura no extension of cut noticed.
Saw-cut in
skm extondcd to F.

2nd cycle

With pressure maintained,
sawcut in hoop A (and
associated
skin) extended so that only 0.15 m (out
of the orlglnal
1.2 In.) remained intact.
On release,
crack at F hsd extended C.95 in. to G.

3rd cycle

Crack at G extended

1st

ifter

5 cycles

Hoop A stlllholding.
edge of hoop B.

ifter

10 cycles

Falurc
crack

11th cycle

4.4

from edge D

to Ii, 0.2 m.

from edge of hoop B.

Crack at H arther

extended

of remsuing
0.15 m. of hoop A resulted
shooting across to edge of hoop C at J.

to
In

With gap nom extendme: from Inner edge of hoop B to
inner edge of' hoop C, and vnth pressure fully maintaned,
boo? B was slowly sawn through.
Nothing
happened till
hoop wts sawn half way through,
when
catastrophzc
extension of crack occurred at both
ends.

4th test

This test was done at a hoop pitch of 16 in.
The hoop-tension
stress
m the skin 1s nowmuch increased because of the reduced amount of material
in the hoops per unit length of cabIn and of the Increased pitch vrhlch
allows more radial
swellmng in between hoops. This arrangement
is contrary
to the recommended practice
of spccifylng
a IO in. (approximate)
pitch,
but
ncvcrthclcss
constltutcs
an intercstlng
test.

-Lz=h---”

A
I

G

ADTACENT
STRINcXR
EDGES

F1g.4

- Hoops attached
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by rivets

alone

A 3% In. saw-cut AB vas made butting
right
shorm In Fig.!.+. After 35 cycles crack reached,
CC' was m&z.
After

4.5

75 cycles

craok reached

D and a firthcr
E when It

"

125

"

crack reached

"

150

"

3

5th test

up to the 1.h.s.
C, when a f'urther

crack

reached rxvet

hoop as
&" saw-cut

3" saw-cut DIJ' was made

sudden1.y ran across
G, (but

to F

no damage to the hoop).

I,

I

/+-----IL

------4<

I

I
- p~----------JY)-;
0 '

Fig.5

- Hoops attached

by rivets

and Araldlte

T‘nis test repeats the 4th test except that the hoops are now attached
the skin by Araldlte
adhesive in addltlon
to rivets.
The record of events
as follows.
(F1g.5)
Number of
Repetltlons
of
load

Remarks

0

Slot AB, 5& In.

30

Crack P2 0.9 In.

70

Crack extended
rapidly.

to D making AD 7.05 in.,

extended from E, 8.65 UI. from A to
frcm A In the one cycle.

Eunng

77th cycle

Slot-plus-crack
F, 11.6 in.

During

78th cycle

Slot-plus-crack

After

81st cycle

long cut In skin.
long formed

extended

at end of saw-cut.
and grow&g

to G making AG 14.2 in.

Crack extended a firther
0.75 in. to H making AH
Crack stopped when 0.05 In. from edge
14.95 m.
of hoop.

4.6

6th test

Inning

In this test, as a check on the capacity of a hoop for bringing
a fast
crack to a halt, the pitch was increased to 21 in.
The hoops are

to
is

in this case too far apart to provide fill
support to the skin against
raSa1 expansion ard the skin stress accordingly approaches about half way
to the stress it would have in the absence of hoops. Even so the initial
3; in. saw-cut AB (Fig&) had to be extended by 3 in. more to C before the
crack was disposed to spread. It reached D after 21 cyoles and then shot
across to E where it stopped.

.

xl--- -__--___----

l-----

-------

lx-

,

This test, like the 3rd test, simulates the oase where, with hoops at
10.5 in. pitch, a hoop suddenly fails for some reason, thus throning extra
load on its two neighbours.
A pressure gauge used in this test showed that there was no drop in
pressure during the last cycle when the cm& ran eorcss to the.&ther
hoop.
5

,

1

&marks on the tests

For the recommended hoop pitch of about 10 in. it is clear from the
1st and 2nd tests that, even when a crack has reached a length of 5 in,, it
takes some 250 to 300 loading cycles to make it reach the adjacent hoops.
It is there arrested so effectively
that (according to the 2nd test) it
fails to propagate under the hoops to the next bays even after 1400 cycles,
i.c. some 4000 hours of flying life.
The saw-cuts placed on the far side
of tho hoops after 250 cycles in Test No.1 show that, even after being
artificially
prcpagatcd to the next bays, the cracks show little
disposition
to sprcd, taking as they do another 1150 cycles to travel1
inch.
The 3rd test is interesting
as showing the degree of damage the skinhoop combination oan stand before finally
giving way. Even after the ore&
had extended through hoop A right across from hoop B to hoop C the
structure still
had plenty in hand.
It is here worth estimating the nominal stress in these two hoops under
such a condition.
The qualifying
adjective
'nominal' isueed advisedly
because it allows relative
loads to be calculated on the simple basis of
relative
sreas. The true stress in hoops B and C, when the intervening
structure has ceased to teko load, falls below the nominal stress by an
amount doponding on tho redistribution
of load ceusad by she-lag.
On the basis of relative
tvm hoops B and C,

areas, therefore,

-P-

we have, for each of the

Original

load in hoop = npr.4
0.1%
’ x 8.25 x 61.5
0.154 + (IO.5 x 0.028)

=

x 10.5

= 1,800 lb
xqhere n = ratio

ofmaterlal

p = pressure

(1)

m hoop to that in skm-plus-hoop

= 0.34

= 8.25 lb/m.'

r

= radius of cabm shell

6

= pitch

= 61.5

(4

In.
1

of hoops = IO.5 in.

J

Extra load 111hoop due to continuous
=

-

crack between hoops
=

5,300 lb.

(iii)

2
Adding 1oa.d~ (1) end (iii)
anC: dxvldlng
obtain a stress in each hoop of
= x

by hoop area of 0.154

in.2,

we

= l+6,COO lb/ln.2

.

which m&y be compared with the original
=

stress

deduced from (I) of

(iv)
.800

0.154

11,700 lb/in.2.

(v)

Under the nominal stress gzven by (IV) the structure has stdl enough
strength in hand to allow hoop B to be sawn half-way through, W$ therefore
nominally have Its stress doubled - from 46,000 to 92,000 lb/in.
. The true
stress, bccouse of shear lag, must of course have been considerably less than
this.
/
This whole test provides convlnclng proof of the toughness of this type
of construction.
Even after the middle hoop A had been artiflcxlly
cut
almost right through, 1-t stood eight repetitions
of load before glvlng up.
It should also be noted that the consequent extension of the crack right
across bay AC, sudden though it was, faded to make any mprcssxon on the
barrier to its path.
In the condition thus brought about - one hoop and two bays of skin
broken through - the structure could no doubt have stood many hdreds
of
load repetltlons.
This is mndicatcd by the fact that one of the hoops had
to be cut half nay through before a statx
failure could be induced.
Tests 4 hna 5 in which the pitch was increased to j6 in. - with a
consequent increased skin hoop-stress and reticed support to the skin from
the adjoining hoops - showed that &der such condltlons the crack ~~11 run
stopped
after reaching a length of about 20 =n. It was however effectively
by the hoops.
- 10 -

‘ *

Like the 3rd test, but not so reslistzcally,
the 6th test simulates
the case of s'failed
hoop (on the besis,of a 10.5 inch pitch).
The skinhoop stress is now greater than even for the 16 In. pitch of Tests 3 end 4,
end this accounts for Its greater redlness to lun, as evidenced by the
crztical
length dropping from I@ in. to 8; in.
In spite however of a
12 m. fast run, the crack had its further progress effectively
barred by
the hoop.
6

Efficiency

of hoops in reducing

skin hoop-tension

A c&line1
nerzt clsime3 for the new method of construction
is that
for the same vrorklnp: stresses it entolls little
extra weight.
In point of
fact, s. 'fall-safe'
structure,
for obvious reasons, justjfles
a substantially
higher working stress thsn a structure based on a 'safe-life'.
Without
very little
regard to this aspect of the matter, however, there 1s still
weight penalty.
Not because the weight of the hoops is negligible,
but
bocausc the material devoted to the hoops is almost equally effective
in
reducing the m-lmlm hooptenslon
in the skin as the use of the same
material in the form of added skin thickness.
If the size and pitch of
the hoops used in the first two tests described here were fitted
from end
to end of the Comet I cabin, the weight of the hoops alone mould approach
500 lb, tiich,
compared rnth sanethlng like 1,000 lb for the original
22 s.w.g. skin alone, 1s avery appreciable increase in weight.
If,
however, the extra 500 lb brings about a ductlon
in skin hoop stress
comparable with that to be obtained by lncreasing the skin thickness itself
byhalffrom the omgind 0.028 in. to 0.042 in. - the weight penalty
It is of considerable interest therefore to quote the
~~11 have been ~1.
stresses actually measured by resistance strain gauges. The stresses were
measured on the outer f e of the originalundsmaged
dun with the fill
the relnforclng
pressure of 8.25 lb/In. f? applied, both before fitting
hoops and af'tor.
The results are as follows:
'

h1admm skin hoop-stress before fitting
bands
(mcasured midwsy between a pezr of standard
former frames)
Msximum skin hoopstress
af'tcr iitting
(measured midwy between bands)
Ratlo

dich

bands

skin stress tith b&&s
II
II without
11

lb/in.2

q

13,500

=

9,000 lb/m.2

=

0.68

shows that the skin stress is rcduoed in very much the ssme ratio
wclght vnthout
II
with

b&s
11

=

as

0.66.

The weight in the bands has therefore practically
paid for Itself
m
the form of reduced maxurmm hoop-stress in the skin.
That it is necessary
not to exceed the recommended pitch of about IO in., if the full effect of
the bends 111reducing the stress in the skin is to be achieved, follows
from the observed fact that the maximum skzn stress obtained with bands
patched 16 in. apart mas 1'1,500 lb/in.2 - an mcrease of some 23 over the
stress quoted AbOVe for the 10.5 in. pitch.
9,000 lb/in.2
A f'crther point worth notzng'is that, by limiting
the pitch of the
bends to tl In. not only are the bands fully effective
in reducing skin
stress - the maJor obJeotlve of course - but the close pitch also discourages a crszk from spreadmng in the mtervening
skin.
For example, In
the 2nd test (Z'ig.2) It took 100 load cycles to make the crack spread from C,
- II

-

where it was already 8 in. long to the edge E of the band. In the 6th test,
however, (Fig.6)
once the crack reached the point D, where it was 8 In. long,
it shot across to the edge E m a single cycle.

7

Conoluslons

and sm

As mentioned in para.2, the dlocatlon
of ms.terial,as
between skin and
reinforcing
bsnds,Is at the choice of the designer.
From the test results
recorded here, It would appear that very satisfactory
results
can be obtained
ltithout putting
more matcn.sl in the bands than half that used for the skin the actual cross-scctlonal
areas p$r pitch length of skin end bends respectively
were C.295 and 0.154 in. . The guding
principle
1s that the
structure
should still
have plenty of strength
in hand after one bsnd,
together Filth the skin each side of it, has faded.
That this prlnclple
1s
easily satisfied,
vnth the material
apportioned
m the above manner, 1s
proved by the results
of the 3rd test above recorded.
How to reconcile
this type of constmctlon
mth the presence of :zudcws
is a problem that has been filly
considered
in Appendix II of ref.1 and
nesd not thorcfore
bc d~scusscd here.
The conclusions
results
quoted here

which the theory
appear to justligr

of refs.1 and 2 and the experzmental
may be listed
as follows:-

The suggested newmethod of construction
makes the posslbllzty
(1)
of catastrophic
fsdura
of a pressure-cabln
remote enough to be ruled cd.
Careful and fr~qucnt
examination
of the cabin shell for cracks becomes
unncccssary,
since thoy can bc safely lcf't until
spotted in the course of
ordinary
malLn.terie
inspection.
(li)
So long as the mount of materlal
devoted to skm-plus-bends
m
the new construction
1s the same as that devoted to the skin alone in the
conventional
construction,
the stress m the thinner
skin of the former is
little
greater
than the stress in the thicker
skin of the latter.
There 15,
therefore,
no reason to expect cracks to begin appearing in the one before
thoy do zn the other.
The difference
is that in the one construction
thclr
oc~urrenco can bo contemplated with equanimity but; not in the other.
It follows
from this that, if the all-skin
design 1s good enough to
exclude the occurrence
of cracks for 30,000 hours of flight,
or whatever
the 'safe life'
IS estimated at, the skm-plus-bends
design should ewoy sn
equally long crack-free
life,
It should therefore
be m first-class
codition to carry on for another 30,000 hours or more vrhen the convontlondlly
constructed
cabzn has to bs scrapped.
The lrkellhood
of the new construction
bezng able to outlast
the
conventlonsl
construction
by enythng up to five to one, or more,als a consequemze of the fact that, in estimating
the 'safe'
life
of sn artrzraft,
the only solid basis is a tank test on a single specimen.
The statlstlcal
scatter In fatigue tests of this typo is such that the particular
specimen
undcrtost,
evon If accoptcd as rcpresentlng
a cabin of no more than average
quality,
mzst still
bc assumed to have a life
at least five times as long as
the poorest specunen to the some speoificatlon.
And sance no production
cabin can be credited
mth having a longer life than that deduced for the
poorest specimen on test, the aver,age oabzn should have a life flvc tunes as
long as the spcclfied
llfc.
(iii)
The new constzuctlon
will by-pass the necessity for
v&L1 be undertaken
only
tenk tests >tilch, frcxn boing obligatory,
choice of the aircraft
firm concern&i,
and with the purpose, not
spccifylng
3. 'safe'
lift,
but of discovering
any weak points,
If
the design.
- 12 -

expcnsivc
at the
of
any, in

(xv)
The above-mentionerl advantages are to be obtained by the
intro&&ion
of additional
structural
elements - the bands - that
practically
pay their wsy 151the matter of weight.
For, by limrting
the pitch to 10 UL, we make the material used in the bands nearly as
effective
in reducing the hoop stress zn the skin as it would be ifused
as extra skin thickness.
SC far as design efficiency
is concerned, v&at is stated
(VI
under (iv) is only half the story.
l'hls is because, once the possibility
of catastrophic
failure is ruled cut, a pressure cabin can be designed on
stnxturel
principles
alone, ana not partly on the ec+xar?al prknciples that
must obtrude when structural
strength is tied up with the conception of a
' safe' life.
0

Further

develoynlents

7hat has been ssld in stems (1) to (v) suggests that, by adopting
a designer has a great deal to gain
the proposc~? method of corstntction,
and very little
to lose. Two points must however be mentioned as possible
of a
cbjectxcns to the new method. One is the possible unsightliness
semes of bands, Such an objcctlcn would appear to seed only to be mentioned
The bands, being only about 1.5 by 0.1 in., are very
to be dismissed,
shallow and uncbtruszve and their edges (necessarily
abrupt in themselves
to disccursge the initiation
of cracks) should bc easily smoothed out by a
sultabls fSlling
so as to be virtually
invisible.
Fitting
the bands to the outside of the cabin
The
wrxter's cplnlon amost desirable objective.
held down by stiffish
bands thrcugh the medium of
should be, to every designer an abhorent thought.
is that outside bands msy have en unwelccme effect
the cabin,

shell 2, in the
thought of an cuter skin
rivets in tension is, or
The only valid objection
on the cveralldrsg
of

Theory does not give a decisive answer on this point and it has
therefore been decided to put the matter to a direct test,
The experiment
is straightforward,
for it needs only to test a fast aircraft
tith and
without bands and to note any signlf&ant
change in speed. The bands can
bc of any convenient matcricl and need net be positively
fastenod.
The
result of such a test will form tho subject of a firther
note m the near
ftlturo .
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